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UAH and UA introduce state’s first joint Nursing Science Ph.D. program
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[Bar chart showing UAH Freshman Enrollment from Fall 2013 to Fall 2019]
Highest ACT test average in UAH history
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45% ≥4.0 HSGPA; 45% ≥30 ACT
Campus Enhancements

Morton Hall Renovation/Expansion

Charger Village II

Alpha Omicron Pi
Sara Graves, Professor, Computer Science; Board of Trustees University Professor; Director of the Information Technology and Systems Center; PI on UAH’s DoD Intelligence Community Center of Academic Excellence

Gary Zank, Professor, Space Science; Eminent Scholar; Director of the Center for Space Plasma and Aeronomic Research; Board of Trustees Trustee Professor; Member, National Academy of Sciences; Selected by NSF to Head Decadal Survey for Plasma Physics
Andrei Gandila, Assistant Professor, History; Author of *Cultural Encounters on Byzantium’s Northern Frontier c. AD 500-700; Coins, Artifacts and History*, Cambridge University Press, 2018

Anthony D’Costa, Professor, Economics; Eminent Scholar in Global Studies
Research

FY17 (FY16) Federally-Financed Research Expenditure Rankings

#11 (#13) NASA
#28 (#25) DoD

• #5 (#5) Aeronautical/Astronautical Engineering
• #9 (#18 Business and Management) Economics
• #10 (#10) Computer and Information Sciences
• #12 (#11) Atmospheric Sciences
• #21 (#20) Astronomy
UAH Space Science Department Chair talks Parker Solar mission
POSTED 11:59 AM, DECEMBER 30, 2018, BY WHNT NEWS 19
Marsbees was one of only 25 selected for NASA’s 2018 Innovative Advanced Concepts program, which funds early-stage technology that has the potential to revolutionize future space exploration.
2018 James S. Cogswell Outstanding Industrial Security Achievement Award
The ELC’s ocean-themed sensory room is an integral component of its Preschool Autism Language and Social Skills program.

Calming, ocean-themed room offers tranquility for those with sensory processing issues
MAR 28, 2019 | Diana LaChance
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The Charge
A New Mixed-Use District for UAH
The Place.

Stitched into the fabric of the university with its own unique thread.
The Place.

An expression of opportunity, connection, and pride in place.
The Place.
Charismatic.
Engaging.
Authentic.
The Site
58-acres of Opportunity
Study Area Location
58.73 ACRES
The Process
Research, Surveying and Benchmarking
Campus Stories
University Mixed-Use Districts
The Crossing
Connecting Across Sparkman
Pedestrian Overpass

Cooper Street Pedestrian Bridges
University of Texas at Arlington, Arlington, TX

BP Pedestrian Bridge
Millennium Park, Chicago, IL

Washington Avenue Transit Mall
University of Minnesota, Minneapolis, MN

Fifth Street Bridge
Georgia Tech, Atlanta, GA

Rocinha Bridge
Rio de Janeiro, Brazil

Fifth Street Bridge
Georgia Tech, Atlanta, GA
The Master Plan Structure
Experience #1
Sparkman Crossing Gateway

[Map of Sparkman Crossing Gateway]
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The UAH Mixed-Use District

A new district oriented toward the life of students and faculty/staff outside of the classroom to create a signature “college town” experience.
9,700+ students

4 straight years of record enrollment
Projecting a 5th Fall 2019 at 10,400 students

#1 in Alabama for early career salary $54,200

69 countries
50 states

3.88 and 28.5 average GPA and ACT average of 2019 freshman class

Expanding Horizons

$99 million in research expenditures

Carnegie foundation lists UAH among "higher" research institutions

Top 25 in the nation

UAH rated as very competitive

11th in the U.S. for NASA research
28th in the nation for DOD research

The University of Alabama in Huntsville